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1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn MO , Meyberg and Osborn classified, under some restrictions, the
commutative algebras A over fields of characteristic / 2, 3 satisfying
3 ² :x s x N x x 1Ž .
² :for any x g A, where N is a symmetric bilinear form. These were
² :christened pseudo-composition algebras, since N satisfies the weak com-
² 2 2: ² :2position law x N x s x N x . These algebras have appeared too in
w xRW, 1.7, GMW, Sect. 4 . They are closely related to Jordan algebras of
Ž w x. w xgeneric degree F 3 see EO , something that goes back to S . To see
w x ² :this, it is shown in EO that the form N is always associative. A
different proof of this will be given in Theorem 5 below.
The definition of a pseudo-composition algebra makes sense not only
over a ground field, but over any unital commutative and associative ring
of scalars F.
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It is natural to study the super version of these algebras. Following the
standard procedure, let G be the Grassmann algebra over a countable set
of generators
² 2 :G s alg e : i s 1, . . . , n , . . . , e s e e q e e s 0 ; i , ji i i j j i
which is naturally Z -graded, G s G [ G , with the degree of any gener-2 0 1
ator e being 1. Let A s A [ A be a supercommutative Z -gradedi 0 1 2
² : Žalgebra over F, endowed with a supersymmetric bilinear form N i.e.,
² : ² : .A N A s 0 and N is symmetric on A and skew-symmetric on A .0 1 0 1
Then A is said to be a pseudo-composition superalgebra if its Grassmann
envelope
G A s G m A [ G m A ,Ž . 0 F 0 1 F 1
with its natural multiplication and bilinear form, obtained from the one in
A, is a pseudo-composition algebra over G .0
Therefore, in order to study pseudo-composition superalgebras over
fields of characteristic / 2, 3, we will first study pseudo-composition
1algebras over a general ring of scalars F with g F.6
We will assume finite dimension throughout. In order to state our main
result, we first need a definition. Let V s V [ V be a Z -graded vector0 1 2
² :space over a field F, endowed with a supersymmetric bilinear form N .
Then the superalgebra A s A [ A with A s Fe [ V , A s V , multi-0 1 0 0 1 1
2 ² :plication defined by e s e, ex s yx and xy s y x N y e, for any x, y g
² : ² :V, and bilinear form obtained extending N to A by means of e N e s 1,
² : ² :e N V s 0 s V N e , is a pseudo-composition superalgebra, which will
be said to be the pseudo-composition superalgebra of a superform.
The paper will be devoted to prove the following:
MAIN RESULT. Let A s A [ A be a pseudo-composition superalgebra0 1
² :o¤er a field F of characteristic / 2, 3 with nondegenerate form N . Then
either:
Ž .a A s 0, so that A is a pseudo-composition algebra.1
Ž .b A is the pseudo-composition superalgebra of a superform.
Ž .c A s Fe, A s Fu q Fu , with0 1 1 2
1 1
2 2e s e, eu s u , u s 0 i s 1, 2 , u u s yu u s e,Ž .i i i 1 2 2 12 2
² : ² : ² :e N e s 1 s u N u s y u N u ,1 2 2 1
² : ² :e N u s u N u s 0 i s 1, 2 .Ž .i i i
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Ž .d The characteristic of F is 5, A s Ff [ Fg [ Fe [ Fe [ Fe ,0 0 1 2
A s Fu [ Fu [ F¤ [ F¤ , and there is a nonzero scalar a such that the1 1 2 1 2
multiplication is gi¤en by
f 2 s f , g 2 s g , fg s y f q g ,Ž .
1
fe s e s ge i s 0, 1, 2 ,Ž .i i i2
1 1
fu s yu , f¤ s ¤ , gu s u , g¤ s y¤ i s 1, 2 ,Ž .i i i i i i i i2 2
4a 2 2
2e s f q g , e e s f q g , u u s y f ,Ž . Ž .0 1 2 1 23 3 3
2
¤ ¤ s y g , e u s ¤ , e ¤ s u i s 1, 2 ,Ž .1 2 0 i i 0 i i3a
e u s e ¤ s 0 s e u s e ¤ ,1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1
e u s ¤ , e ¤ s u , e u s y¤ , e ¤ s yu ,1 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1
1 1
u ¤ s y e , u ¤ s ye , u ¤ s e s yu ¤ ,1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 0 2 1a 2a
and the bilinear form is determined by
1
² : ² : ² :f N f s g N g s 1, f N g s y ,
2
² : ² :f N e s g N e s 0 i s 1, 2, 3 ,Ž .i i
4a
² : ² : ² :e N e s , e N e s 0 s e N e i s 1, 2 ,Ž .0 0 0 i i i3
2 2
² : ² : ² : ² :e N e s , u N u s s a ¤ N ¤ , u N ¤ s 0 ; i , j.1 2 1 2 1 2 i j3 3
Moreo¤er, two such algebras, for nonzero scalars a and a , are isomorphic1 2
if and only if there is a 0 / m g F such that a s a m2.2 1
Ž .e A s Fe, A s Fa [ Fu, with0 1
1
2 2 2e s e, ea s ya, eu s u , a s u s 0,
2
² : ² :au s yua s 2 e, e N e s 1 s a N u .
Ž . ² :Only in case e is the supersymmetric form N not associati¤e.
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Remark. The pseudo-composition algebras of finite dimension in item
Ž . w xa above have been studied in MO . Alternatively, if A is a pseudo-com-
Žposition algebra over a field of characteristic / 2, 3 no finite dimension-
.ality assumed with nondegenerate bilinear form, then the new algebra
Ž w Ž .x.J s F1 [ A with commutative multiplication given by see EO, 26
² :1 ? 1 s 1, 1 ? x s x and x ? y s xy q 2 x N y 1
for any x, y g A, is a generically algebraic Jordan algebra of generic
Ž w x.degree F 3 see McC with nondegenerate trace form. If the degree is
Žw Ž . x.F 2, then A ( F EO, Remark 3 after Theorem 5 ; otherwise either
J s F = Q, where Q is the Jordan algebra of a nondegenerate quadratic
form, or J is a finite dimensional central simple algebra of degree 3. In the
first case we get a pseudo-composition algebra of a form, which is of
w x‘‘quadratic type’’ in the notation of MO , while the second case gives the
Ž .pseudo-composition algebras P Q , where Q is a composition algebra, in
w xMO .
2. FIRST RESULTS
For the moment being, let C be a pseudo-composition algebra over a
1ring of scalars F, with g F. Hence C is endowed with a symmetric6
² : Ž . Žbilinear form N such that Eq. 1 is satisfied. By linearization we get see
w x.RW, MO
2 ² : ² :2 x xy q x y s 2 x N y x q x N x y 2Ž . Ž .
² : ² : ² :x yz q y zx q z xy s x N y z q y N z x q z N x y 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
for any x, y, z g C.
² :Assume that there is an idempotent e g C with e N e s 1. Then
Ž .H Ž .C s Fe [ Fe , and F acts without torsion on e. By 2 ,
2 L2 q L y I N Hs 0,Ž .e e ŽF e.
Ž 2 .Ž . Ž .H Ž 2and since 2 L q L y I e s 2 e, we obtain that Fe s ker 2 L q Le e e e
.y I , which is L -invariant, and thene
C s Fe [ C [ Cy1 1r2
1HŽ .  4 Ž .with Fe s C [ C , C s x g C : ex s ix i s y1, .y1 1r2 i 2
Ž .For any y g C , z g C , 3 givesi j
² :e yz q i q j yz s y N z e. 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
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PROPOSITION 1. For any a, b g C and u, ¤ g C :y1 1r2
Ž . ² :i ab s y a N b e,
1Ž . ² :ii u¤ y u N ¤ e g C ,y12
Ž . ² :iii au y 2 a N u e g C .1r2
w Ž .xProof. This is in RW, 1.17 . We include a proof for completeness.
Ž . Ž .L q i q j I preserves Fe, C , and C and, unless y i q j s 1, y1,e y1 1r2
1 Ž ., it acts invertibly on each of them. Let us check iii for instance:2
au s a e q c q w , a g F , c g C , w g C .y1 1r2
1Ž . Ž . ² :By 4 , e au y au s a N u e, but2
1 1 1 1 3
e au y au s a e y c q w y a e q c q w s a e y c.Ž . Ž .ž /2 2 2 2 2
1 ² : ² :Hence a s a N u and c s 0, so that au s 2 a N u e q w, w g C , as1r22
required.
PROPOSITION 2. For any a g C and u g C :y1 1r2
3 3 1 2Ž . Ž . ² : Ž . ² : ² :i a au s a N a u, u ua s u N u a q u N a e,4 4 2
Ž . ² : ² 2: ² : ² 2:ii ua N a s 0 s u N a , au N u s a N u ,
Ž . ² : ² :iii a N u a s 0 s a N u u.
w Ž .xProof. Again this is essentially in RW, 1.18 , but there everything is
Ž .over a ground field, so some extra care is needed here. By 2 and
Ž .Proposition 1 i ,
² : ² : ² :2 a au y a N a eu s 2 a N u a q a N a uŽ .
1and since eu s u we get2
3
² : ² :a au s a N a u q a N u a.Ž .
4
Ž . ² :But from Proposition 1 iii , au s 2 a N u e q ¤ , ¤ g C , so that1r2
² : ² :a au s y2 a N u a q 2 a N ¤ e q w , w g C .Ž . Ž . 1r2
² : ² :Since C s Fe [ C [ C , we obtain 3 a N u a s 0 s 2 a N ¤ . Hencey1 1r2
² : ² ² : : ² :a N u a s 0 s a N au y 2 a N u e s a N au
Ž .H ² 2:since a g C : Fe . The fact that u N a s 0 follows from Proposi-y1
Ž .tion 1 i . Hence we have proved the first half of the three items.
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Ž .In the same way, by 2 ,
2 ² : ² :2u ua q u a s 2 u N a u q u N u a,Ž .
12 ² : Ž .but u s u N u e q b, b g C , by Proposition 1 ii , so thaty12
1 1
2 ² : ² : ² :u a s y u N u a q ab s y u N u a y a N b e
2 2
1
2² : ² :s y u N u a y a N u e
2
Ž . Ž .by Proposition 1 i . Also, by Proposition 1 iii ,
² :ua s y2 a N u e q ¤ , ¤ g C1r2
and
1
² : ² : ² :u ua s y a N u u q u¤ s y a N u u q u N ¤ e q cŽ .
2
1
² : ² :s y a N u u q u N ua e q c, c g C .y12
Ž . 2Looking at the component in C and Fe of 2u ua q u a we get1r2
² : ² : ² : ² 2:y2 a N u u s 2 u N a u and u N ua y a N u s 0
² : ² : ² 2:so that a N u u s 0, au N u s a N u , and
3
2 2² : ² : ² :2u ua s yu a q u N u a s u N u a q a N u e,Ž .
2
as required.
² :COROLLARY 3. Either C N C s 0 or for any elements a g Cy1 1r2 y1
² : ² : ² :and u g C with a N u / 0, a N u C : Fa, and a N u C : Fu.1r2 y1 1r2
² :Proof. If there are elements a g C and u g C with a N u / 0,y1 1r2
Ž .by linearizing Proposition 2 iii we get for any b g C and ¤ g C thaty1 1r2
² : ² : ² : ² :a N u b s y b N u a g Fa and a N u ¤ s y a N ¤ u g Fu.
² : ² :PROPOSITION 4. Assume that C N C s 0; then either N isy1 1r2
² :associati¤e or for any elements a g C and u, ¤ g C with ua N ¤ /y1 1r2
² : Ž² : ² :.u N a¤ , ua N ¤ y u N a¤ C : Fa.y1
Proof. By Proposition 1, for any a, b g C and u, ¤ g C ,y1 1r2
² : ² : ² : ² :e N ab s y a N b s ea N b s a N eb ,
1
² : ² : ² : ² :e N u¤ s u N ¤ s eu N ¤ s u N e¤ ,
2
² : ² : ² : ² :e N au s 0 s ea N u s a N eu since C N C s 0 .Ž .y1 1r2
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² : ² :In particular xe N y s x N ey for any x, y g C. Hence to check associa-
² : ² : ² :tivity of N , it is enough to check that x y N z s x N y z for anyi j k i j k
1 4x g C , y g C , z g C , i, j, k g y1, .i i j j k k 2
Ž .2If i, j, k s y1 this is clear since C : Fe by Proposition 1. Ify1
1 2 HŽ .i s j s k s it follows from C : Fe q C : C , again by1r2 y1 1r22
Proposition 1. Besides,
² : ² :C C N C : Fe q C N C s 01r2 y1 y1 1r2 y1
and
2² : ² :C N C : C N Fe s 0.Ž .1r2 y1 1r2
1 1It remains to consider the cases in which i s y1, j s k s and i s k s ,2 2
Ž .j s y1. But by Proposition 2 ii
² : ² : ² :y x N z q y N x z s 2 x N y z 5Ž .1r2 y1 1r2 1r2 y1 1r2 y1 1r2 1r2
² : ² : ² :so that x y N z s x N y z if and only if y x N zy1 1r2 1r2 y1 1r2 1r2 1r2 y1 1r2
² : ² :s y N x z . Hence either N is associative or there are elements1r2 y1 1r2
² : ² :a g C and u, ¤ g C with ua N ¤ / u N a¤ .y1 1r2
Ž .By Proposition 2 i , for any y , y g C and z g C1 2 1r2 y1
3
² : ² :y y z q y y z s y N y z q y y N z e.Ž . Ž .1 2 2 1 1 2 1 22
Ž Ž .Change y by y z which belongs to C by Proposition 1 iii , since we1 1 1r2
² : .are assuming C N C s 0 to obtainy1 1r2
3
² : ² :y z y z q y y z z s y z N y z q y z y N z e,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 2 1 1 2 1 22
Ž .which, by Proposition 2 i , reads as
3 3
² : ² : ² :y z y z q z N z y y s y z N y z q y z y N z e.Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 24 2
Since the left hand side is symmetric on y , y , so is the right hand side. In1 2
particular, for any y , y g C and z g C1 2 1r2 y1
² : ² :y z N y y y N zy z s 0. 6Ž .Ž .1 2 1 2
Linearizing in z with y s u and y s ¤ we get for any b g C1 2 y1
² : ² : ² : ² :ua N ¤ y u N a¤ b s y ub N ¤ y u N b¤ a g Fa.Ž . Ž .
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Now we come back to pseudo-composition superalgebras A s A [ A .0 1
THEOREM 5. Let A s A [ A be a pseudo-composition superalgebra0 1
2o¤er a field F of characteristic / 2, 3 with an idempotent 0 / e s e g A0
Ž the existence of this idempotent is guaranteed, after a scalar extension, if
² : .A N A / 0 . Then:0 0
1 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i A s Fe [ A y1 [ A , A s A y1 [ A with A a0 0 0 1 1 12 2
1 1Ž . Ž .  4 Ž . Ž .s A a [ A a s x g A : ex s a x , a s y1, , and A y1 [ A s0 1 2 2
 ² : 4x g A : e N x s 0 .
1Ž . ² Ž . Ž .:ii Either A y1 N A s 0 or A s Fe, A s Fa [ Fu, with0 12
1
2 2 2e s e, ea s ya, eu s u , a s u s 0,
2
au s yua s 2 e,Ž .
² : ² :and e N e s 1 s a N u . This determines a simple pseudo-composition
superalgebra whose bilinear form is not associati¤e.
1Ž . ² Ž . Ž .: ² :iii If A y1 N A s 0, then N is associati¤e.2
Ž .Proof. Part i is an immediate consequence of the previous results
Ž .applied to the G -algebra G A and the idempotent 1 m e g G m A .0 0 F 0
1Ž . ² Ž . Ž .:For ii , by Corollary 3, either A y1 N A s 0 or there are homoge-2
1Ž . Ž . ² :neous elements of the same parity a g A y1 , u g A with a N u s 1.2
² : ² :If they are both even elements, a s a N u a s 0 s a N u u s u by
Ž .Proposition 2 iii . Hence a, u g A . Again by Corollary 3 in the Grass-1
Ž .mann envelope G A
² :e e G A s e m a N e m u G A : G e m a s G e m a,Ž . Ž . Ž .y1 y11 2 1 2 0 1 0 1
² :e e G A s e m a N e m u G A : G e m u s G e m u ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1r2 1r21 2 1 2 0 2 0 2
1Ž . Ž .which implies A y1 s Fa, A s Fu. Since the product in A is super-2
commutative and the bilinear form is supersymmetric, everything in item
Ž . Ž .ii follows using Proposition 1 iii .
1Ž . ² Ž . Ž .: ² :For iii , if A y1 N A s 0 and N were not associative, by the2
arguments in Proposition 4 there would be homogeneous elements a g
1Ž . Ž . ² : ² :A y1 and u, ¤ g A with ua N ¤ y u N a¤ s 1.2
Ž .If a g A then either u, ¤ g A or u, ¤ g A and 6 applied to the0 0 1
elements z s 1 m a, y s 1 m u, y s 1 m ¤ , if u, ¤ g A , or z s 1 m a,1 2 0
y s e m u, y s e m ¤ , if u, ¤ g A , leads us to a contradiction. Other-1 1 2 2 1
wise, a g A and then we may assume that u g A and ¤ g A . By1 0 1
Proposition 4
² :e e G A s 1 m u e m a N e m ¤Ž . Ž . Ž .Žy11 2 1 2
² :y 1 m u N e m a e m ¤ G AŽ . Ž Ž .. y11 2
: G e m a s G e m a,Ž .0 1 0 1
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Ž . ² :which forces A y1 s Fa : A . Hence a N a s 0 by supersymmetry of1
1² : ² : ² Ž . Ž .:N , so that A N a s 0 since we are assuming A y1 N A s 0. By2
Ž . Ž . ² : ² : ² :5 applied to G A we get that ua N ¤ q u N a¤ s 0, so that ua N ¤
1 1² : Ž .s y u N a¤ s . But for any x g A02 2
1 1
3 2² : ² : ² :x N x x s x s x x s x N x ex s x N x x ,
2 4
Ž . Ž .where Proposition 1 ii is applied, together with the fact that A y1 s 0.0
1 1 1² : Ž . ² Ž . Ž .:Hence x N x s 0 for any x g A , so that A N A s 0, and0 0 02 2 2
1Ž . Ž . Ž ² : .since a¤ g A by Proposition 1 iii since A N a s 0 we arrive at the0 2
contradiction
1 1 1
² :y s u N a¤ g A N A s 0.0 0¦ ;ž / ž /2 2 2
Remark. Theorem 5 gives a proof of the fact that the bilinear form
associated to any pseudo-composition algebra, over a field of characteristic
Ž w x./ 2, 3, is associative see EO, Theorem 7 , and that this is no longer true
for pseudo-composition algebras over arbitrary rings of scalars, although
Ž .for superalgebras there is only one exception, which is case e of our Main
Result.
3. PSEUDO-COMPOSITION SUPERALGEBRAS WITH
ASSOCIATIVE NONDEGENERATE
BILINEAR FORM
This is the most technical section of the paper. We start with:
LEMMA 6. Let A s A [ A be a pseudo-composition superalgebra o¤er0 1
2a field F of characteristic / 2, 3 with an idempotent 0 / e s e g A and0
associati¤e nondegenerate bilinear form. Then
1 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i If A s 0, then either A y1 s 0 or A s 0.0 1 12 2
1 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii If A s 0, then either A s 0 or A y1 s 0.1 0 12 2
1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iii If A y1 s 0, then either A s 0 or both A y1 s 0 and0 2
1 1Ž . Ž .A s A is two-dimensional.12 2
1 1 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. i If A s 0, by Proposition 1 iii , A y1 A : A0 1 1 02 2 2
1² Ž . Ž .: ² :s 0, where we note that A y1 N A s 0 by the associativity of N ,1 1 2
1Ž . Ž . Ž .and hence for any a , a g A y1 and u g A , by Proposition 2 i1 2 1 1 2
3
² :0 s a a u y a a u s a N a u ,Ž . Ž .1 2 2 1 1 22
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1Ž . ² Ž . Ž .:so that either A s 0 or A y1 N A y1 s 0. By nondegeneracy of1 1 12
² : Ž .N , this last condition forces A y1 s 0.1
1 1 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii If A s 0 then A y1 A : A s 0 by Proposition1 1 0 12 2 2
1Ž . Ž . Ž .1 iii ; now the previous argument with a , a g A y1 and u g A1 2 1 0 2
works.
1 3Ž . Ž . Ž .iii Assume now that A y1 s 0; then for any x g A , x s0 0 2
12² : ² : Ž .x N x x and also x s x N x e by Proposition 1 ii . Hence2
1 1
3 2² : ² : ² :x N x x s x s xx s x N x ex s x N x x ,
2 4
1 1 1 1² Ž . Ž .: Ž . Ž . Ž .so that A N A s 0 and A s 0. By item i , either A s 00 0 02 2 2 2
1 1Ž . Ž . Ž .or A y1 s 0. Therefore either A s 0 or A s Fe [ A . By Propo-1 12 2
1 1Ž . ² : Ž . Ž .sition 1 ii , u u s u N u e for any u , u g A . But by 3 , for any1 2 1 2 1 2 12 2
1Ž .u , u , u g A1 2 3 1 2
² : ² : ² :u N u u q u N u u q u N u u1 2 3 2 3 1 3 1 2
s u u u q u u u q u u uŽ . Ž . Ž .1 2 3 2 3 1 3 1 2
1 1 1
² : ² : ² :s u N u eu q u N u eu q u N u eu1 2 3 2 3 1 3 1 22 2 2
1
² : ² : ² :s u N u u q u N u u q u N u uŽ .1 2 3 2 3 1 3 1 24
1Ž . ² :We take elements u , u g A with u N u s 1 and hence for any1 2 1 1 22
1Ž .u g A ,3 1 2
² : ² :u q u N u u q u N u u s 03 2 3 1 3 1 2
1Ž .so that u g Fu q Fu and A s Fu q Fu , as required.3 1 2 1 1 22
Therefore we are left with the following possibilities:
Ž .a A s 0; hence A is a pseudo-composition algebra with a nonde-1
Žgenerate form and hence it is well known see the remark after the Main
.Result in the introduction .
1Ž . Ž . Ž .b A s 0; then A is determined by Proposition 1 i ; it is the2
pseudo-composition superalgebra of a superform.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Cases a and b are the ones that appear in item ii of the previous
lemma.
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Ž . Ž . Ž .c A y1 s 0; then by the proof of item iii of the previous lemma
Ž .and by Proposition 1 ii
1
A s Fe q Fu q Fu with A s Fu q Fu and1 2 1 1 2ž /2
1 1
2e s e, eu s u , eu s u ,1 1 2 22 2
1
2 2u s 0 s u , u u s yu u s e, and1 2 1 2 2 1 2
² : ² : ² :e N e s 1 s u N u s y u N u ,1 2 2 1
² : ² : ² : ² :e N u s e N u s u N u s u N u s 0.1 2 1 1 2 2
Ž .We thus obtain item c of our Main Result.
1Ž . Ž . Ž .d A y1 / 0 / A . This is the most tricky case and the rest of0 1 2
the section will be devoted to it. First it will be proved that with just one
Ž .exception in characteristic five, the dimension of A y1 has to be equal0
to 1.
LEMMA 7. Let A s A [ A be a pseudo-composition superalgebra o¤er0 1
2a field F of characteristic p / 2, 3 with an idempotent 0 / e s e g A ,0
Ž .associati¤e nondegenerate bilinear form, and with dim A y1 G 2. Then0
1Ž Ž . . Ž .p / 0 and p di¤ides 2 dim A y1 y 1 q dim A .0 1 2
Proof. We can extend scalars and assume that the ground field F is
Ž .  4algebraically closed. Hence we can take bases of A y1 , x , . . . , x , and0 1 n
1Ž .  4of A , u , . . . , u , such that1 1 m2
² :x N x s d ; i , j s 1, . . . , n ,i j i j
² :u N u s e , ; r , s s 1, . . . , m ,r s r s
Ž .where if e denotes the skew-symmetric matrix e s e , thenr s r , ss1, . . . , m
T 2 Ž .e s ye and e s yI the identity matrix . Recall that we assume thatm
n G 2.
² : ² :Let b s x N u u s x u N u for any j s 1, . . . , n; r, s s 1, . . . , m.jr s j r s j r s
Ž .Because of 3 , for any q s 1, . . . , m
² : ²² : :u u u N u s u N u u N uŽ .Ý Ýr s t q r s t q
cyclic cyclic
in r , s , t in r , s , t
s e e q e e q e e .r s t q st r q t r sq
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But
² : ² :u u u N u s u u N u uŽ .r s t q r s t q
n n1 1
s e e q b x e e q b xÝ Ýr s jr s j t q jt q j¦ ;2 2js1 js1
n1
s e e q b b ,Ýr s t q jr s jt q4 js1
1Ž . ² : Ž .since, by Proposition 1 ii , u u y u N u e g A y1 . Hencer s r s 02
n 3
b b q b b q b b s e e q e e q e e . 7Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý jr s jt q jst jr q jt r jsq r s t q st r q t r sq4js1
m ˜ ˜Ž .By Proposition 1 iii x u s Ý b u for some b g F. Thusj r ts1 jr t t jr t
m m
˜ ˜² : ² :b s x u N u s b u N u s b e ,Ý Ýjr s j r s jr t t s jr t t s
ts1 ts1
or, in matrix terms,
˜ ˜b s b e or b s yb ej j j j
˜ ˜Ž . Ž .where b s b and b s b .j jr s r , ss1, . . . , m j jr s r , ss1, . . . , m
Ž .By Proposition 2 i , for any i, j s 1, . . . , n and r s 1, . . . , m,
3
x x u q x x u s d u ,Ž . Ž .i j r j i r i j r2
or, in matrix terms,
3˜ ˜ ˜ ˜b b q b b s d I ,i j j i i j m2
32 y1˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜Ž .so that b s I for any i s 1, . . . , n, and b s yb b b for i / j. Ini m i j i j4
˜Ž .particular, tr b s 0 for any i s 1, . . . , n, for n G 2.i
Ž .Multiplying now both sides of 7 by e e and summing over q, t, and sqt sr
32˜Ž Ž . .we obtain since b s I for any jj m4
n 3 3 3˜ ˜b tr b y y s m y 2Ž .Ý ž /jr t jž /4 4 4js1
˜Ž .or, since tr b s 0, 2n q m y 2 s 0 in F; that is, p dividesj
1Ž . Ž .2 dim A y1 q dim A y 2, as required.0 1 2
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1Ž . Ž . Ž .We continue with case d , that is, A y1 / 0 / A , and assume0 1 2
Ž .that the ground field is algebraically closed of characteristic / 2, 3 .
Ž . ² : Ž .Take a g A y1 with a N a s 3. By Proposition 2 i , for any z g0
1 3 1 32Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .A , a az s z, so that A s U [ V, with au s u for any u g U1 12 2 2 2
3 Ž . ² :and a¤ s y ¤ for any ¤ g V. By Proposition 1 i , a a s y a N a e for1 2 1 22
2Ž .any a , a g A y1 ; in particular a s y3e, so that the elements f s1 2 0
1 1Ž . Ž .y e q a and g s y e y a are idempotents with e q f q g s 0. Let2 2
 Ž . ² : 4B s b g A y1 : a N b s 0 .0
1Ž . Ž .Let C be the subalgebra C s Fe [ A y1 [ A . The next lemma0 1 2
summarizes the main features of B, U, and V.
LEMMA 8. Under the hypotheses abo¤e, C s Ff [ Fg [ B [ U [ V and
Ž . 2 2i f s f , g s g, e q f q g s 0, fg s e, ge s f , ef s g, and
1² : ² : ² :e N f s f N g s g N e s y .2
Ž .ii For any b g B, u g U, and ¤ g V:
1 1 1
fb s gb s b , fu s yu , gu s u , f¤ s ¤ , g¤ s y¤ .
2 2 2
Ž .iii BU : V, BV : U, and UV : B. Besides, B, U, and V are mutu-
² :ally orthogonal subspaces relati¤e to N .
Ž .iv For any b , b g B, u , u g U, and ¤ , ¤ g V:1 2 1 2 1 2
² : ² : ² :b b s y b N b e, u u s y u N u f , ¤ ¤ s y ¤ N ¤ g .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž .v For any b g B, u , u g U, and ¤ , ¤ g V:1 2 1 2
3¡
² :b bx s b N b x for any x g U [ VŽ .
4
3~ ² :u u x y u u x s u N u x for any x g B [ VŽ . Ž .1 2 2 1 1 22
3
² :¤ ¤ x y ¤ ¤ x s ¤ N ¤ x for any x g B [ U.Ž . Ž .¢ 1 2 2 1 1 22
² :Especially, if b g B satisfies b N b / 0, then V s bU and U s bV.
Ž . Ž .Proof. i and ii follow directly from the definitions of f , g, B, U, and
² :V. Since A N A s 0, B is orthogonal to both U and V; since U is the0 1
1Ž .y1 -eigenspace for the idempotent f while V is the -eigenspace, and2
² :N is associative by Theorem 5, U and V are orthogonal too. Now
Ž .Proposition 1 ii for the idempotent g gives BU : V, for the idempotent f
Ž .gives BV : U, and for e gives UV : B, so that we obtain iii .
Ž . Ž .Item iv follows from Proposition 1 i applied to the idempotents e, f ,
Ž . Ž .and g, while item v follows from Proposition 2 i similarly.
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Before proceeding further, let us pause to look at an example, which will
be important later on, and which shows how restrictive the conditions
imposed in Lemma 8 are.
Assume that dim B s 3 and dim U s 2 s dim V; since the ground field
 4is supposed to be algebraically closed, a basis b, e , e of B can be taken1 2
4 2² : ² : ² : ² : Ž .with b N b s , e N e s , and b N e s 0 s e N e i s 1, 2 . By1 2 i i i3 3
Ž . Ž . ² :Lemma 8 v , b bx s x for any x g U [ V and, by associativity, bx N by
² Ž . : ² :s b bx N y s x N y for any x, y g U [ V. Hence the map U “ V: x
‹ bx is an isometry with inverse V “ U: y ‹ by. For any c g B and
Ž . Ž .x g U, let c ? x s b cx g U; then by Lemma 8 v for any x g U
e ? e ? x s b e b e x s yb b e e x s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 2 2 2 2 2
Ž .Therefore there is a 0 / u g U such that e ? u s b e u s 0, and thus1 2 1 2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .e u s 0. Let u s e ? u s b e u . By Lemma 8 v , u s e e u q2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .e e u s e e u , and thus u / 0. Since e ? e ? x s 0 for any x g U,2 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1
 4 Ž .  4u , u is a basis of U and with ¤ s bu i s 1, 2 , ¤ , ¤ is a basis of V.1 2 i i 1 2
2² :Besides, using Lemma 8, and scaling u , u so that u N u s , we1 2 1 2 3
obtain
e u s 0, e u s e b e u s yb e e u s ybu s y¤ ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1
e u s bu s ¤ , e u s e b e u s yb e e u s 0,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
e ¤ s e bu s yb e u s yb¤ s yu , e ¤ s yb e u s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
e ¤ s yb e u s 0, e ¤ s e e u s u ,Ž . Ž .2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 1
2
² : ² :u N u s ¤ N ¤ s .1 2 1 2 3
As to the product U = V “ B we get
² : ² : ² : ƒu ¤ N b s u N b¤ s u N u s 01 1 1 1 1 1
2 ¥² : ² : ² : « u ¤ s ye ,u ¤ N e s u N e ¤ s y u N u s y 1 1 21 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 3§² : ² :u ¤ N e s u N e ¤ s 01 1 2 1 2 1
1and similarly u ¤ s ye , u ¤ s b s yu ¤ .2 2 1 1 2 2 12
Ž .Finally, from Lemma 8 v ,
1 3
¤ s u u ¤ y u u ¤ s y u b q u e s y ¤Ž . Ž .1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 12 2
Žso that the characteristic of the ground field is necessarily 5 in accordance
.with Lemma 7 . In this case, all the conditions in Lemma 8 are satisfied




EXAMPLE 9. Let A s A [ A be a superalgebra over a field of char-0 1
 4  4acteristic 5 with f , g, b, e , e a basis of A , u , u , ¤ , ¤ a basis of A ,1 2 0 1 2 1 2 1
super-commutative multiplication determined by
f 2 s f , g 2 s g , fg s y f q g ,Ž .
1 1
fb s gb s b , fe s ge s e i s 1, 2 ,Ž .i i i2 2
1 1
fu s yu , gu s u , f¤ s ¤ , g¤ s y¤ i s 1, 2 ,Ž .i i i i i i i i2 2
4 2 2
2b s f q g , e e s f q g , u u s y f ,Ž . Ž .1 2 1 23 3 3
2
¤ ¤ s y g , bu s ¤ , b¤ s u i s 1, 2 ,Ž .1 2 i i i i3
e u s e u s 0 s e ¤ s e ¤ ,1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1
e u s ¤ , e ¤ s yu , e u s y¤ , e ¤ s u ,1 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1
1
u ¤ s ye , u ¤ s ye , u ¤ s b s yu ¤ ,1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 12
and supersymmetric form given by
1
² : ² : ² :f N f s 1 s g N g , f N g s y ,
2
4 2
² : ² : ² : ² :b N b s , e N e s u N u s ¤ N ¤ s ,1 2 1 2 1 23 3
² : ² : ² :e N e s u N u s ¤ N ¤ s 0, i s 1, 2.i i i i i i
Then A is a pseudo-composition superalgebra with associative nondegen-
erate form.
Conversely, if A is a pseudo-composition superalgebra with associative
nondegenerate form over an algebraically closed field F of characteristic
2/ 2, 3, endowed with an idempotent 0 / e s e g A such that in the0
1Ž . Ž .decomposition of Theorem 5, the dimension of both A y1 and A is0 1 2
exactly 4, then the characteristic of F is 5 and the subalgebra C s Fe [
1Ž . Ž .A y1 [ A is isomorphic to the superalgebra described above.0 1 2
Ž .The superalgebra in Example 9 corresponds to case d of the Main
Ž .Result with a s 1 , where b s e .0
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Our purpose now is to show that the situation in Example 9 is the only
Ž .one possible if we assume dim A y1 G 2. Lemma 7 helps us in this, but0
w xwe need an extra idea borrowed from RZ . The authors want to thank
Professors Racine and Zelmanov for providing a copy of this preprint.
LEMMA 10. Let C s Ff [ Fg [ B [ U [ V be as in Lemma 8, so that
C s Ff [ Fg [ B and C s U [ V. For any 0 / u g U, the linear map D0 1 u
defined by
D x s u ux for any x g C [ VŽ . Ž .u 0½ ² :D x s 3u ux s 3 u N x u for any x g UŽ . Ž .u
is a deri¤ation of C.
Ž .Proof. The new superalgebra F1 [ C, ? , where 1 is the unital ele-
² :ment and for any x, y g C, x ? y s xy q 2 x N y 1, is a Jordan superalgebra
Žsince its Grassmann envelope is a Jordan algebra over G by the argu-0
w x. Ž . Ž .ments in EO, Theorem 5 . But D x s u ? u ? x for any x; that is,u
Ž ? .2 ?D s L , where L denotes the left multiplication by u in the Jordanu u u
superalgebra F1 [ C, so that D is a derivation of this Jordan superalge-u
Ž w ? ? x Ž ? .2bra in the Grassmann envelope L , L s e e m L is a deriva-e mu e mu 1 2 u1 2
. Ž .tion . Besides, D C : C, thus giving the result.u
² :Let u , u g U with u N u s 1 and let D s D y D y D1 2 1 2 u , u u qu u u1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .g Der C. We have D u s 0, D u s 3u , D u s y3u , andu 1 u 2 1 u 1 21 1 2
Ž .D u s 0. Henceu 22
2? ? ? ? ?D , D s D , L s L L q L L s 3D ,Ž .u u u u D Žu . u u D Žu . u , u1 2 1 2 u 2 2 2 u 2 1 21 1
D , D s D q D s 3D s 6D ,u u , u D Žu . , u u , D Žu . u , u u1 1 2 u 1 2 1 u 2 1 1 11 1
D , D s y6D , in the same way,u u , u u2 1 2 2
Ž .and hence FD q FD q FD is a Lie subalgebra of Der C isomor-u u u , u 01 2 1 2
Ž .phic to sl 2, F .
LEMMA 11. With the hypotheses abo¤e:
Ž . Ž . Ž . ² :i For any b g B, if D b s D b s 0, then b N b s 0.u u1 2
Ž . Ž .ii D B / 0, unless B s 0.u1
Ž . ² : Ž .iii For any b g B, if b N b s 0 and D b s 0, then u b s 0.u 11
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. i Let D b s D b s 0, so that 0 s D b s u u b qu u u , u 1 21 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . ² :u u b . Let c s u u b s yu u b . If b N b / 0 we may assume that2 1 1 2 2 1
4² :b N b s . Then3
u c s D u b s D u b s 3u b ,Ž . Ž .1 u 2 u 2 11 1
u c s yD u b s yD u b s 3u b ,Ž . Ž .2 u 1 u 1 22 2
and, using Lemma 8,
² : ² : ² : ² :c N c s c N u u b s u c N u b s 3 u b N u bŽ .1 2 1 2 1 2
² :s 3 u b b N u s 3,Ž .1 2
² : ² : ² :b N c s b N u u b s u b N u b s 1.Ž .1 2 1 2
Hence
4
² : ² :b N b b N c 1s s 3 / 0,3² : ² :c N b c N c
1 3
²so that b and c are linearly independent and S s span f , g,
: ² :b, c, u , u , u b, u b is a subalgebra of C such that the restriction of N1 2 1 2
1Ž . Ž .to S is nondegenerate. But dim S y1 s 3, dim S s dim S s 4.0 1 1 2
Ž .Hence Lemma 7 tells us that the characteristic must divide 2 3 y 1 q 4
s 8, a contradiction.
Ž . Ž . Ž . w xŽ . Ž .ii If D B s 0, then D B s D , D B : D Bu u , u u u u1 1 2 1 2 1
Ž Ž .. Ž . w xŽ . Ž . ²qD D B s 0 and D B s D , D B s 0. Hence by i , B Nu u u u u , u2 1 2 2 1 2
: ² :B s 0, a contradiction with the nondegeneracy of N , unless B s 0.
Ž . ² : Ž . Ž .iii If b N b s 0, u b b s 0 by Lemma 8 v . Now, for any c g B,1
Ž .if D b s 0,u1
3
² :D c s u b u b c s u b y u c b q b N c uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .u b 1 1 1 1 11 ž /2
3
² :s y u b u c b y b N c D bŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 u12
3
² :s y u c u b b q u c N u b b Lemma 8 vŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .1 1 1 12
3
² :s 0 q c N D b b s 0.Ž .u12
Ž .Hence, by item ii , we conclude that u b s 0.1
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LEMMA 12. If B / 0, then for any 0 / u g U, V s Bu.
Proof. Let 0 / u g U. Assume first that there is a 0 / b g B with
² Ž . Ž .: Ž Ž .. Ž .D b N D b / 0. Then by Lemma 8, V s D b U s D bU qu u u u
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .b D U , but D bU s u u bU : Bu and b D U : B Fu : Bu, sou u u
that V s Bu.
² Ž . Ž .:Hence we may assume that D b N D b s 0 for any b g B. Butu u
² Ž . Ž .: ²Ž .2Ž . :then for any b, c g B, 0 s D b N D c s D b N c by associativ-u u u
² : Ž .2Ž .ity of N , and by nondegeneracy we get D B s 0. Write u s u andu 1
² :choose an element u g U with u N u s 1. Then for any b g B2 1 2
2
0 s D , D bŽ .Ž .u u1 2
s 3 D D b q D D b since D , D s 3DŽ . Ž .Ž .u , u u u u , u u u u , u1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2
s 3 2 D D b q 6D b since D , D s 6D .Ž . Ž .Ž .u , u u u u u , u u1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .Hence D D b s y3D b for any b g B. By Lemma 11 iii ,u , u u u1 2 1 1
Ž . Ž .u D b s 0 for any b and thus, using Lemma 8 v1 u1
D D b s u u D b s u u D b y u u D bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž / ž /u , u u 1 2 u 1 2 u 2 1 u1 2 1 1 1 1
3 3
² :s u N u D b s D b .Ž . Ž .1 2 u u1 12 2
9 Ž . Ž .Therefore D b s 0 for any b, so that D B s 0, a contradiction withu u2 1
Ž .Lemma 11 ii .
COROLLARY 13. If B / 0 / U, dim U s dim V F dim B F 2 dim U.
Ž . ² :Proof. By Lemma 8 v , for any b g B with b N b / 0, V s Ub, and
² :U s Vb, so that dim U s dim V. Now take u , u g U with u N u s 1;1 2 1 2
3 Ž . Ž . Ž .then for any b g B, b s u u b y u u b : u V q u V by Lemma 8 v ,1 2 2 1 1 22
so that dim B F 2 dim V s 2 dim U. Finally, by Lemma 12, dim V F dim B.
Therefore, if A is a pseudo-composition superalgebra over an alge-
braically closed field of characteristic / 2, 3 with associative and nonde-
generate bilinear form and containing an idempotent 0 / e s e2 with
1 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .dim A y1 G 2 and A / 0, then by Proposition 2 i , A s U [ V0 1 12 2
Ž .is a representation space for the Clifford algebra associated to A y1 s0
1 ?Ždim Bq1.r2 @Ž . Ž .F f y g [ B. Hence dim A s 2 dim U is a multiple of 2 ,1 2
? @where m denotes the largest integer lower or equal than m. On the other
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1Ž .hand, dim A s 2 dim U F 2 dim B by Corollary 13. Hence for some1 2
r G 1,
1
?Ždim Bq1.r2 @r2 s dim A F 2 dim B , 8Ž .1 ž /2
and thus dim B s 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 8. But:
1
v Ž .dim B s 1 is not possible, since dim A s 2 dim U G 4 because1 2
² :N is nondegenerate and skew symmetric on U.
v Ž .In the proof of Lemma 11 i , and using Lemma 7, we have already
checked that dim B cannot be 2.
v Ž .dim B s 3 implies by 8 that dim U s dim V s 2; this is the case
treated in Example 9.
1
v Ž .dim B s 4 implies dim A s 4 or 8 and hence by Lemma 7, the1 2
characteristic must divide either 12 or 16, so it must be 2 or 3, which is not
the case.
1
v Ž .dim B s 5 implies dim A s 8 and Lemma 7 shows that the1 2
characteristic divides 2 = 5 q 8 s 18, again impossible.
1
v Ž .dim B s 6 implies dim A s 8 so the characteristic divides 20,1 2
 4and hence it must be 5. Take in this case a basis u , u , u , u of U with1 2 3 4
² : ² : ² : Ž .u N u s 1 s u N u and u N u s 0 for i - j otherwise. Since1 2 3 4 i j
ˆ  4V s Bu by Lemma 12, B s x g B : xu s 0 is two-dimensional and3 3
ˆ ˆ² : Ž . Ž .B N B s 0 by Lemma 8 v . Also by Lemma 8 v the left multiplications
ˆby u and u on B [ V commute for i s 1, 2. Hence B is a Lie module fori 3
ˆŽ Ž ..FD q FD q FD ( sl 2, F and thus there is a 0 / b g B withu u u , u1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .D b s 0; by Lemma 11 iii u b s 0 and hence by Lemma 8 vu 11
3
D b s u u b s u u b y u u b s b s yb, since p s 5,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .u , u 1 2 1 2 2 11 2 2
D D b s D D b y D , D bŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .u , u u u u , u u , u u1 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2
s yD b q 6D b s 5D b s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .u u u2 2 2
Ž .Since D acts nonsingularly on the two-dimensional module, D b s 0u , u u1 2 11Ž . Ž . w xŽ .s D b , but then D b s D , D b s 0, a contradiction.u u , u u u32 1 2 1 2
1
v Ž .dim B s 8 implies dim A s 16 and p divides 16 q 16 s 32 by1 2
Lemma 7, which is not possible.
The next theorem finishes the proof of our Main Result for algebraically
closed fields:
THEOREM 14. Let A s A [ A be a pseudo-composition superalgebra0 1
o¤er an algebraically closed field F of characteristic / 2, 3 with associati¤e
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and nondegenerate bilinear form. Then either:
Ž .a A s 0.1
12Ž . Ž .b There is an idempotent 0 / e s e g A with A s 0.0 2
2Ž . Ž .c There is an idempotent 0 / e s e g A with A y1 s 0.0
Ž .d The characteristic of F is 5 and A is, up to isomorphism, the
nine-dimensional superalgebra in Example 9.
Proof. By the arguments after Lemma 6, we may assume that there is
12 Ž . Ž .an idempotent 0 / e s e g A with A y1 / 0 / A . If there is such0 0 1 2
Ž .an idempotent with dim A y1 s 4, then the characteristic of F is 5 and0
1Ž . Ž .the subalgebra C s Fe [ A y1 [ A is the one given in Example 9.0 1 2
Ž .We want to show that C s A. If this is not the case, by Lemma 6 i
1Ž . ŽA / 0. This is impossible since this would imply that the simple by0 2
² : .nondegeneracy of N and the Peirce components that appear Jordan
algebra J s F1 [ A of degree 3 has a Peirce subspace of dimension 30
Ž .namely B , which is not possible. We include an argument for complete-
ness, which does not need the use of Jordan algebras. As in Lemma 8 and
Ž . ² : ² :the arguments preceding it, A y1 s Fa [ B with a N a s 3, a N B0
1 1 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .s 0, so that f s y e q a and g s y e y a . By Proposition 2 i A02 2 2
3 3s U [ V with au s u and a¤ s y ¤ for any u g U and ¤ g V. For0 0 2 2
3Ž . ² : Ž .any 0 / u g U and b g B, bu u s u N u b by Proposition 2 i , since b0 4
1 Ž .is in the -eigenspace and u in the y1 -eigenspace relative to the2
² :idempotent f. Hence with u N u / 0 we conclude that Bu s V , so that0
dim B s dim V and, in the same way, dim B s dim U . Pick up elements0 0
4 4² : ² :b g B with b N b s , u g U with u N u s , and ¤ s bu. Then3 3
4
² : ² : ² : ² :¤ N ¤ s bu N bu s b bu N u s u N u s .Ž .
3
Finally, for any x, y g B, define
x e y s xu y¤ .Ž . Ž .
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Then b e y s bu y¤ s ¤ y¤ s y and x e b s xu b¤ s xu u s x
Ž .Proposition 2 . Also,
² : ² : ² :x e y N x e y s ux y¤ N xu y¤ s y¤ N xu xu y¤Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
3 3
² :² : ² :² :s xu N xu y¤ N y¤ s x N xu u y N y¤ ¤Ž . Ž .
4 4
3
² :² :s x N x y N y
4
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Ž . Ž .by Proposition 2 i , since xu is in the y1 -eigenspace relative to the
1 1Ž .idempotent g s y e y a and y¤ in the -eigenspace. Therefore,2 2
3Ž ² :.B, e, N is a unital composition algebra, so its dimension is restricted4
to 1, 2, 4, or 8, a contradiction with dim B s 3.
2We are left with the case in which there are idempotents 0 / e s e g A0
1Ž . Ž . Ž .with A y1 / 0 / A and for each such idempotent dim A y1 s 1.0 1 02
Let us check that in this case there is an idempotent f for which the
1 Ž .-eigenspace is 0, so that we are in case b .2
Ž . ² :As in previous discussions, A y1 s Fa with a N a s 3 and0
1 1
A s Fe [ Fa [ A A [ A y1Ž .[0 1 1ž / ž /ž / ž /2 2
3 1 1 32Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and a ax s x for any x g A . Hence A s U [ V with au s u,12 2 2 2
3a¤ s y ¤ for any u g U and ¤ g V. We may assume U / 0; otherwise2
Ž .change a by ya. The arguments in Lemma 8 but here B s 0 give
1² : ² :Ž .U N V s 0, UV s 0, u u s u N u e q a for any u , u g U and1 2 1 2 1 22
3Ž . Ž . ² :0 s u u ¤ y u u ¤ s u N u ¤ for any u , u g U and ¤ g V. By1 2 2 1 1 2 1 22
3² :the nondegeneracy of N , it follows that V s 0 and hence ax s x for2
1Ž .any x g A .1 2
1 3Ž .Also, if x g A and ax s x then both x and 3e y a belong to the0 2 2
1Ž . Ž .y1 -eigenspace relative to the idempotent f s y e q a . By our as-2
Ž .sumptions, since the dimension of this y1 -eigenspace in A is G 2, the0
1 Ž .odd part of the -eigenspace for f has to be 0 and then, by Lemma 6 ii ,2
1 3Ž .the -eigenspace for f is 0 and we get item b . Hence ax s y x for any2 2
1 1Ž . Ž . Ž .x g A . But then both 3e q a and A are contained in the y1 -ei-0 02 2
1 1Ž . Ž .genspace for the idempotent g s y e y a , so either A s 0 or the02 2
1 Ž .odd part of the -eigenspace for g is 0, which leads again to item b . If2
1 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽA s 0, by Lemma 6 i A y1 s 0 and, with f s y e q a , A s Ff0 12 2
1Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .[ F 3e y a [ A . But f 3e y a s y 3e y a and fx s yx for any1 2
1Ž . Ž .x g A , obtaining again item b for the idempotent f.1 2
4. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT
Let A s A [ A be a pseudo-composition superalgebra over an arbi-0 1
trary field F of characteristic / 2, 3 with a nondegenerate form. Let F be
an algebraic closure of F and A s F m A the pseudo-composition super-F
algebra over F obtained by extension of scalars.
v If A s 0, then also A s 0, so that A is a pseudo-composition1 1
superalgebra.
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v If A is the pseudo-composition superalgebra of a superform with
Ž .A / 0, then Fe s A A s F A A , and hence the idempotent e is in A,1 1 1 1 1
and A is easily seen to be the pseudo-composition superalgebra of a
superform.
v Ž . Ž .Similarly, if A is in case c or e of the Main Result, so is A.
Ž .We are left with case d of the Main Result. In particular the character-
istic of the ground field F is 5. In this case A s F m A is the algebra ofF
Ž . Ž .Example 9; e s y f q g is an idempotent of A with A s Fe [ A y10
1 2Ž . ² :[ A . Since e s e, ex s yx, and xy s y x N y e for any x, y g1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .A y1 , any derivation D of A verifies eD e s 0, so D e s 0. Also any0 0
Ž . ² : Ž .skew transformation D of A y1 relative to N , extended by D e s 0,0
becomes a derivation of A .0
Therefore Fe is the subspace of A annihilated by the derivations of0
1Ž . Ž .A . In consequence, e g A and A s Fe [ A y1 , A s A . From0 0 0 1 1 2
1Ž . Ž .Proposition 2 i , A is a four-dimensional module for the Clifford1 2
Ž Ž . . Ž .algebra C A y1 , q , with q the quadratic form on A y1 given by0 0
3 1Ž . ² : Ž Ž . . Ž Ž ..q x s x N x . By dimension counting C A y1 , q ( End A (0 F 14 2
Ž .Mat F . Hence the following lemma applies:4
LEMMA 15. Let q be a nondegenerate quadratic form defined on a
four-dimensional ¤ector space o¤er a field F of characteristic / 2. Then the
Ž . Ž .Clifford algebra C V, q is isomorphic to Mat F if and only if there is a4
² : Žnonzero scalar a g F such that q ( 1, y1, 1, a that is, there is an
.orthogonal basis of V where q takes the ¤alues 1, y1, 1, a .
²Proof. The only if part is easy, since the Clifford algebras of both 1,
: ² : Ž .y1 and 1, a are isomorphic to Mat F and hence the Clifford algebra2
² : Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž wof 1, y1, 1, a is isomorphic to Mat F m Mat F ( Mat F see L,2 F 2 4
x.IV.2.8 and V.1.7 .
w xFor the if part, by L, Remark V.3.24 , the form q is isotropic and hence
² : Ž . Ž . Ž Ž² :..q ( 1, y1, m, n , so that Mat F ( C V, q ( Mat C m, n . Hence4 2
Ž² :. Ž .the Clifford algebra C m, n is isomorphic to Mat F . Therefore it2
suffices to show that if W is a two-dimensional vector space endowed with
Ž . Ž .a nondegenerate quadratic form Q such that C W, Q ( Mat F , then Q2
w xrepresents 1. This follows, for instance, from L, Theorem III.2.27 .
Ž =. 2Notice that in the lemma above, ya F is the discriminant of q.
Thus, with A such that A s F m A is as in Example 9, A s Fe [F 0
1Ž . Ž .  4A y1 , A s A and, by the Lemma above, a basis a, b, e , e can be0 1 1 1 22
4 3 4 22Ž . ² : Ž . ² : ² :taken on A y1 with a N a s 3 s , b N b s a , e N e s ,0 1 23 2 3 3
² : ² : ² : ² : Ž .and a N b s a N e s b N e s e N e s 0 i s 1, 2 . Now, the ele-i i i i
1 1Ž . Ž .ments f s y e q a , g s y e y a are defined as in Lemma 8, and2 2
3 4 also B s Fb q Fe q Fe and U s u g A : au s u , V s ¤ g A : a¤1 2 1 12
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3 4s y ¤ . As in the arguments preceding Example 9, for any c g B and2
Ž .  4x g U define c ? x s b cx , and as there, a basis u , u can be taken with1 2
2² :e u s 0 and u s e ? u . Scaling e we may assume u N u s and2 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 3
2² :then we scale accordingly e so as to keep e N e s . If we define2 1 2 3
² : 2² : 2² Ž .a ¤ s bu , i s 1, 2, we have ¤ N ¤ s 1ra bu N bu s 1ra b bui i 1 2 1 2 1
: ² :N u s 1ra u N u s 2r3a . Proceeding exactly as in the arguments1 1 1
preceding Example 9 we get the basis
 4f , g , e s b , e , e , u , u , ¤ , ¤0 1 2 1 2 1 2
with
f 2 s f , g 2 s g , fg s y f q g ,Ž .
1
fe s e s ge i s 0, 1, 2 ,Ž .i i i2
1 1
fu s yu , f¤ s ¤ , gu s u , g¤ s y¤ i s 1, 2 ,Ž .i i i i i i i i2 2
4a 2
2e s f q g , e e s f q g ,Ž . Ž .0 1 23 3
2 2
u u s y f , ¤ ¤ s y g ,1 2 1 23 3a
e u s a ¤ , e ¤ s u i s 1, 2 , e u s e ¤ s 0 s e u s e ¤ ,Ž .0 i i 0 i i 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1
1
e u s ¤ , e ¤ s y u , e u s ya ¤ , e ¤ s u ,1 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1a
1 1
u ¤ s y e , u ¤ s ye , u ¤ s b s yu ¤ ,1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 1a 2a
and supersymmetric form given by
1
² : ² : ² :f N f s 1 s g N g , f N g s y ,
2
4a 2 2
² : ² : ² : ² :e N e s , e N e s u N u s , ¤ N ¤ s .0 0 1 2 1 2 1 23 3 3a
This is a pseudo-composition superalgebra and a form of the algebra in
4Example 9, since if m g F with m s a , the basis of A s F m A,F
f , g , my2 e , e , e , mu , my1 u , m3¤ , m¤ , 40 1 2 1 2 1 2
gives exactly the multiplication table of the algebra in Example 9.
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Let us denote by Aa the pseudo-composition algebra above. Then if
a b a b a bA ( A , also A ( A and the idempotents ‘‘e’’ above in A and A0 0 0 0
² :must correspond under the isomorphism. Hence the quadratic forms N
a H b = 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .on A y1 s Fe and A y1 are equivalent. Since ya F and0 0
Ž =. 2yb F are the respective discriminants, there is a 0 / m g F with
b s am2. Conversely, if b s am2, the basis of Aa,
f , g , me , my1e , me , u , u , my1 ¤ , my1 ¤ , 40 1 2 1 2 1 2
gives the same multiplication table as the basis that defines A b, and hence
Aa ( A b. This finishes the proof of the Main Result.
In concluding this note, we would like to make a couple of comments.
First, the proof of Lemma 10 shows a way to build a Jordan superalgebra
out of a pseudo-composition superalgebra. The Jordan superalgebras that
are thus related with the pseudo-composition superalgebras Aa above are
the forms of the ten-dimensional Kac superalgebra. This again indicates
that the relationship of Jordan superalgebras with pseudo-composition
superalgebras is not at all as neat as for algebras. Here only over fields of
characteristic 5, forms of the Kac superalgebra give rise to pseudo-com-
position superalgebras. On the other hand, Lemma 15 may be used to
classify the forms of the ten-dimensional Kac superalgebra over any field
Ž w xof characteristic not two see RZ for the classification of the simple
.Jordan superalgebras with semisimple even part .
Our second comment is on the singular case of pseudo-composition
w Ž .xsuperalgebras with zero bilinear form. In W, EO, Eq. 25 , it is shown
Žthat a pseudo-composition algebra with zero bilinear form that is, a
3 .commutative algebra with x s 0 for any x is a Jordan algebra. The super
versions of these algebras are those superalgebras that satisfy
Ž . Ž . i ji x x s y1 x x ,i j j i
Ž . Ž . i kŽ . Ž . jiŽ . Ž .k jŽ .ii y1 x x x q y1 x x x q y1 x x x s 0,i j k j k i k i j
Ž  4.for x g A , x g A , x g A i, j, k g 0, 1 . They are Jordan superalge-i i j j k k
w xbras. Such algebras have been called Jordan]Lie superalgebras in OK . A
simple example is given by imposing A s Fe, A s Fu [ F¤ , with multi-0 1
plication given by eu s ue s ¤ , u¤ s y¤u s e, and all other products 0.
This gives a solvable but not nilpotent algebra, and it cannot be con-
Ž w x.structed from any anti-associative algebra see OK .
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